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Wednesday’s trading range for Stocks & Indexes (Unedited copy)

Strong rebound will happen so take buying opportunity

Dear Members,

Tuesday was one of the best day for market under most uncertain international political
circumstance when Russia is trying to dangerous situations in people’s eye but astrologically
we don’t see this is all true.  According astro cycle we don’t see any threat to world but surely
Russia will remain c=loser with whole situations and that is reason we recommended buying
markets and selling commodities on late Monday and Tuesday. If I didn’t had a knowledge of
astrology then I wouldn’t have recommended buying, markets and selling metals and energy
in the last twenty four hours. On Tuesday stocks prices went up sharply and commodities
(metals and energy fell sharply), also
Thirty year bond fell as predicted. We
don’t recommend selling or shorting
markets at this stage, we also won’t
recommend buying precious metals so
trade carefully. Our recommended
stocks performed well specially FCEL,
BLDP, PLUG, UQM, CPST, ZNGA, ATHN,
DXCM, FNMA, FMCC and VIPS. These
stocks gained between 100 to 1000%
percent. Hold positions in these stocks.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On
Monday stock market traded negative on
war situations news Ukraine and Russia.
Many are thinking that USA might get
involve and that force many to sell
stocks. Retro Mars impacted markets
trend negatively but before we make any
final predictions I would like to see
another two days trading pattern. We
strongly still recommend not to buy
metals and don’t short stocks in USA, Asia as major upward move can take place.
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Watch another 24 hours because mars
will start giving true results from late
Tuesday. Also in our Astro cycle we don’t
see any major war between Ukraine and
Russia so don’t get yourself into all these
fake news of war taking place between
these two countries. Also don’t buy any
predictions or don’t listen to anyone
who is saying Markets crashing and
metals going to zoom.

I trust my astro indicators and at this
stage stock market can go very wild on
higher side if its close positive on
Tuesday Wednesday, I believe markets
will close positive. On Monday S&P held
value at 1834 as predicted, so watch this
level close as we don’t see S&P going
below this level (so far all major our
Astro support and resistance levels
proven 100% accurate so watch our predicted points closely).
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This is what we mentioned yesterday: From In last 48 hours major changes took in planetary
movements, Mars turned retrograde and Mercury from retro to normal cycle. Mars role to be
watched closely because it is retrograding with Saturn and North Node so huge volatility will
be seen in market for the next 48 hours. Retro Mars will have disagreement with Saturn and
North-node for 48 hours but eventually it will start walking with both these planet. Most of
you are aware that Saturn and North Node combinations in house of Venus (represent
excitement) created bullish market trend in the last two years. Nature of MARS is argument,
fight, anger and war, so some uncertain situations may get created in Ukraine for few days
before dust get settle.

Markets may get volatile not because of Ukraine but because of Mars so don’t miss
opportunity of buying on any sell off of weaker trend in market because Retro Mars always
bring volatility whenever it turn retro but then it always created bigger bullish trend.

Down side S&P may hold 1844 to 1834 as mentioned last week: Last week we stated: S&P
cross 1854 Astro resistance level first time but fail to close higher, we are not worried much
because S&P is ready to trade higher from Thursday so acquire positions in it on any weakness.
We see strong Astro support for S&P around 1838, 1834. .We strongly recommend trading in
and out in S&P for the next two trading days.

This is what we mentioned yesterday in our stock reports, we are not changing any veiw on
Market and our recommended stocks so hold these stocks.

I am traveling since last three days and another next two days I will be traveling so may be
next two days I won’t be able to send flashnews on time. On Monday stock market traded
negative on war situations news Ukraine and Russia. Many are thinking that USA might get
involve and that force many to sell stocks.

Retro Mars impacted markets trend negatively but we strongly still recommend not to buy
metals and don’t short stocks in USA, Asia as major upward move can take place.

Watch another 24 hours because mars will start giving true results from late Tuesday. Also in
our Astro cycle we don’t see any major war between Ukraine and Russia so don’t get yourself
into all these fake news of war taking place between these two countries. Also don’t buy any
predictions or don’t listen to anyone who is saying Markets crashing and metals going to
zoom.

I trust my astro indicators and at this stage stock market can go very wild on higher side if its
close positive on Tuesday Wednesday, I believe markets will close positive. On Monday S&P
held value at 1834 as predicted, so watch this level close as we don’t see S&P going below this
level (so far all major our Astro support and resistance levels proven 100% accurate so watch
our predicted points closely).
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Our most favorite stocks FCEL, HZNP, RGEN, BLDP, PLUG, JCP and ISRG went up on most
uncertain day. Hold positions in these stocks and add FNMA, FMCC, AAPL, ISRG, AMAZON
and ACHC.

This is what we mentioned yesterday and so far proven very accurately as S&P held value
of 1834 and this is most exciting news for investors. Hold positions in stocks and Indexes as
US markets can blow upside. If Mars support this markets which I think it will then from
Tuesday onward US and Indian market won’t look back. S&P can easily move toward 1919
to 1932.

Housing stocks are our favorite, so hold positions in housing stocks and housing ETF (DRN –
bull market), and one can hold shorts in bear etf (DRV).

This is what we mentioned Monday: Mars is turn Retro on 28 February and this change may
bring 48 hour some uncertainty but then after that things will move the way Saturn and North
node want.  Retro Mars will have disagreement with Saturn and North-node for 48 hours but
eventually it will start walking with both these planet. Most of you are aware that Saturn and
North Node combinations in house of Venus (represent excitement) created bullish market
trend in the last two years. Nature of MARS is argument, fight, anger and war, so some
uncertain situations may get created in Ukraine for few days before dust get settle.

On Monday keep adding FCEL, FMCC, FNMA, BLDP, URZ, URG and DNN. These seven stocks
will do very well during this week. Book profit in FMCC and FNMA if they reaches to $7.25.
We are sure last week you must have made profit in all these stocks and we strongly
recommend holding these stocks. Housing and banking stocks are in our buying list so buy on
any weakness on Monday and Tuesday as these stocks won’t fall.

This what we  mentioned last week Friday: Anyway still 1854 looks solid wall for S&P but
surely this wall will be demolish soon in the next few days. On downside 1833 has string
Astro support so buy on any weakness below 1839. Emerging markets traded positive as
predicted and we strongly recommend holding positions in these markets.

JC Penny, Sprint, FCEL, FMCC, and FNMA buying recommendations done very well in the last
three trading sessions and we still recommend holding positions in all these stocks and another
30% move can come very easily. Our target of FCEL is $5.00 in the next six months.

This is what we mentioned on last Tuesday: Now time to take longer term positions JCP, S,
FCEL, ISRG, and RAD. Here are our favorite housing stocks: KBH, TOL, PHM, ARL, TREE, MHO,
VTR, MTG, FNMA and FMCC. Buy these stocks for the medium and longer term.
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This is what we recommended on last Monday and holding same recommendations: Here are
three new buying recommendations (INDY $22.70) Indian etf, (FXP $68.00) Buy Chinese
ultra-short and buy Brazil ultra-short (URB 37.00). These are short, medium and longer term
trades. I would like to watch the time cycle from the 28th of February to the 3rd of March
2014, because Mars will be retrograding and may bring some volatility.

Daily Trading ranges for Wednesday (Indexes range are March future contracts):

S&P – 1877.00 TO 1863.00

NASDAQ – 3732.50 TO 3695.25

RUSSELL – 1214.00 TO 1190.00

DOW – 16450 TO 16292

Amazon: 366.60 to 362.00 Keep adding on lower side

APPL: 536.10 TO 529.20 Buy and keep adding

Google: 1220.00 to 1211.10

Microsoft: 38.80 to 38.20 Buy now and add more on Today

NETFLIX: 458.00 to 449.00 (avoid any new buying now)

COSTCO: 117.50 to 116.00 Buy on Wednesday

GILD: 83.70 TO 82.30

AMGN: 126.50 TO 124.95

CELG: 163.00 TO 160.20

BIIB: 345.00 TO 339.30

We will increase Stock Investment subscriptions rate from 15 March from $399 to $500 for
month and for year $5200 from $3590. Please don’t extend your service if your service is
extended for more than one year or members can extend if their subscriptions is expiring
in calendar year 2014. If your subscriptions is expiring in after April 2015 then you are now
not allow to extend at current rate.

This offer will expire today: This offer is only for Stock Investment subscriber: As promised, we
are offering you a discount on the Weekly Newsletter. The Weekly Newsletter is a service that one
must subscribe to and follow very closely to get the overarching picture of the market for the medium
and longer terms (Please don’t think that I want to sell my services to you). Most of my Weekly
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Newsletter subscribers have been following my work for decades, and they highly value this service.
If you are already a subscriber of weekly letter, you may extend your subscription under the current
offer.

The offer is: Subscribe for any period and you will get 25% extra time, for an example; one year
subscriptions will give you total 15 months subscriptions. This offer is valid for two days.

Click here to subscribe: http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Thanks & God Bless

Mahendra Sharma.

Wednesday, 5 February 2014, 08.30 AM, New York

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


